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Winter sport has continued to keep the
clinic buzzing as we help our patients off
the sidelines and back onto the field.
 
In mid May, Accelerate welcomed our
newest physiotherapist, Kylie Murray. 
 
Kylie brings loads of experience to the
clinic and will be able to fill the gap left by
Natasha while she is on maternity leave.
 
Kylie has completed training at the
Australian Physiotherapy Pilates Institute
and has bought a series of group exercise
classes to Accelerate.
You can find out more information about
these classes on page 3.
 
We have recently been shortlisted for the
Emerging & Energised category of the
2019 Telstra Business Awards.  We will
find out whether we have made it as a
finalist in coming weeks. Fingers crossed!
 
Will is heading to the UK in the middle of
June for the grass season of the tennis
including the grand slam tournament at
Wimbledon. Will will be back in the clinic
mid July.
 
 

Looking back on May

We had a team lunch to farewell Natasha as
she headed off on Maternity Leave and to
welcome Kylie to our team. 
We went to the Bavarian Restaurant in the
new dining precinct at Woden. It was
fantastic and we would highly recommend it
if you are looking for a nice meal close by.
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Meet Adam

 

 
  We are anxiously awaiting the arrival of Tash's bundle of

joy this month.
Tash will be on Maternity leave from the end of May and we
look forward to welcoming her back into the clinic in 2020.

Did you know that we have a
waitlist?
 
Our Admin staff are waitlist
experts! If you are looking for an
appointment with your preferred
physiotherapist and they don't
have an available time, ask one of
our admin staff to put you on the
waitlist. 
 
The majority of patients will get to
see their preferred practitioner
before their next available
appointment.
 
If you have any questions, have a
chat with our Practice Manager,
Jen.
 

Staff Profile

WAITLIST

Waiting for Baby Rickman

Adam graduated from the University of Canberra’s Master
of Physiotherapy program in 2013. He completed a
physiotherapy graduate rotation year at The Canberra
Hospital and then transitioned to work in the private
practice setting.
Prior to joining Accelerate in 2018, Adam was living
overseas working in a rehabilitation clinic in London, UK.
 
 Adam has completed courses in running/cycling biomechanics and has a special interest in treating
injuries in these sporting groups.  Adam has previously been the club physiotherapist for the
Tuggeranong United Football Club and has a long history of participating in touch football and soccer in
Canberra.  
Adam is currently the physiotherapist for the Canberra Cavalry Baseball team for the 2018/19 Season.

We are proud sponsors of
the St Bede's Primary
School Walkathon for

2019.
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EXERCISE OF THE
MONTH

For the month of June, we are
focusing on exercises for a stiff neck
Check our Facebook page for stretch

demonstrations.

Did you know you can book your next appointment online?

www.acceleratephysio.com.au

We are proud supporters of

We have a donation box in reception and
would appreciate any spare change for a

wonderful organisation who are helping Mum
and Babies across the ACT
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Group Exercise Class Timetable

Monday
6pm - 7pm 
at Accelerate Physiotherapy
 
Tuesday
7am - 8am 
at Garran Scout Hall
 
Mums & Bubs Class
Tuesday: 10am - 11am
at Garran Scout Hall

 

 

The classes involve a series of strength and conditioning exercises to increase bodily
awareness, muscle activation, and posture. We focus on building strength from the centre
to ensure efficient stability and an overall greater function.  
The classes are run by physiotherapist, Kylie Murray in an professional but casual
manner and encourage people to have some fun while trying something new.


